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1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet is a global information system network technology which provides a way to interact with 
people using social network, commit e-commerce transactions and exchange the information. 
Cloud is a combination of different resources (like computing, storage and various types of 
services) and provided the platform as per the requirement of the user. By providing services at 
lower cost, cloud computing attracts the people. The cloud platform provides the user promising 
services with properties such as fault tolerance elasticity, pay-per-use and scalability to users. If 
one cloud service provider (CSP) cannot provide the services required by the user than other CSP 
will collaborate together for fulfill the requirements [1]. 

Data privacy is the main concern in cloud computing as the user cannot trust the cloud 
completely due to semi-trust. To reduce the computing and storage burden from mobile devices, 
users store their personal and private information on the data center offered by the CSP. An 
example is user stores his personal health records on the data center provide by the CSP. The data 
owner must prefer to share his personal information only with trust worthy users, so any 
modification with personal information may risk the user. The data security issue due to semi-
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Abstract: The technical limitation of a personal computers system e.g. hard disk failure forces enabled the 
user to stores their application data on cloud, along with images, videos or highly sensitive data. In the 
last decade cloud computing has been widely developed in context to provide security along with data 
access to user. The major security issue in cloud computing is that the semi-trusted cloud service 
providers also possess the data access control. Due to semi-trust, the user stores their personal data in 
encrypted form, but in critical condition such as personal healthcare records of a patient needs to be 
accessed by doctors immediately but it need the data owner to be online in order to give access to the 
data. In this paper data protection scheme is proposed which enable the confidentiality, integrity of data 
and authentication. The proposed scheme verifies the integrity of data and computes the trust level of the 
data requester. Later the trust value is computed using multi-factor authentication for data owner and the 
users also using the mobile social networking and social networking. 
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trusted CSP can be mitigated by providing a secure mechanism to control the access to personal 
data [2]. 

Various techniques are proposed for enhancing data security. The cloud cannot be trusted by the 
users completely because the users do not know the location of the stored data. As the cloud is 
known to be dynamic in nature, there are chances of data breaches, so the data security needs to be 
enhanced. The factors required to enhance the security requirements for cloud environment are as 
follows: 

 Security from Service Provider: In order to keep the data safe at server side, the data is encrypted 
before storing it in the cloud. 

 Access Control: A proper access control mechanism is required to control the access of user data by 
semi-trusted CSPs. 

 User Identity Validation: Weak username and password cannot verify the valid user as they are 
easily estimated; even strong passwords don’t provide the required security. Hence, a proper 
identification method is required to verify the validity of the user.   

 Identify Honest Client: Identify the trust worthy clients who wants to access the data. 

 Log based systems: To enhance the data security service providers are required to maintain proper 
logs.  

 Trust: There should be a proper scheme to evaluate the trust on CSP and third party. 

 Disaster Recovery: There should be a solution to protect the data from natural disaster. 

 Fraud Control: For sharing the data with other users, there must be proper verification of users [3]. 

 
Figure: 1 Security issue in Cloud 

This paper proposes a data protection scheme for checking data integrity, assessed the trust 
based on mobile social networking and provides secure access to data. It also checks for 
authentication of users. A reputation authenticator is introduced which verifies the integrity of 
outsourced data without retrieving the whole data. Reputation system helps in building a mutual 
trust relationship between cloud platform and users; required to implement enhanced data access 
mechanisms in cloud. Nowadays, a number of reputation management systems are available [4]. 
Yan et al.’s [5] proposed a work that is based on the trust number of services composed together 
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and the services are selected on the basis of reputation. Yan et al.’s [2] evaluate a social trust 
relationship level to access the personal data. On the basis of Quality of Service and feedback, the 
trust of an entity is evaluated by reputation centre in Yan et al.’s [6].  

2. RELATED WORK 

Personal data uploaded on cloud can be for individual or organization or for a particular group of 
users, allowing the cloud or reputation center to manage and maintain the data. Rather than fully 
trusting the cloud and reputation center. A timely check is performed on the data stored at the cloud 
for ensuring data integrity and privacy.  

Ateniese et al.’s [7] proposed a PDP (Provable Data Possession) mechanism which utilizes the 
Homomorphic authenticator method based on RSA for protecting the data stored in cloud. A public 
auditing scheme which utilizes a trusted third party is introduced for checking data integrity 
without the retrieval of whole data. Dynamic operations performed by cloud on data are not 
considered in this scheme. Wang Q et al.’s [8] propose a scheme which supports fully dynamic data 
operations. It combines the homomorphic linear authenticator and Merkle hash tree and check the 
data in a distributed manner. However, this scheme cannot provide the data privacy against non-
trusted CSP and third party. Nirmala et al.’s [3] proposes a User Authenticator scheme which 
utilizes an encrypting mechanism for checking data integrity without using any third party auditor. 
A scheme is proposed by Kim et al.’s [9] which use a Homomorphic hash function and a random 
value to provide data privacy from TPA and cloud. The scheme [12] provides fully dynamic 
auditing but increases the cost of computation.  

A trust model is proposed by Shaikh et al.’s [10] which measure the security strength of cloud 
computing service. Cloud services security can be enhanced by using the model as a benchmark to 
improved the cloud infrastructure or find the limitation of the CSP. Trust model helps the user for 
selecting the services provided by cloud. Yan Z. et al.’s [2] proposed a method which evaluates the 
trust of user using the mobile social networking to provide the access to data. At CSP the personal 
data access is controlled by calculating an entity trust is on the basis of behaviors, experiences, and 
mobile social activities (weight age of calls between users or message, emailing). But it needs the 
data owner to be online while providing the access. Yan et al.’s [6] again introduced a scheme 
which utilizes a proxy re-encryption technique for reducing the access risk to personal data and can 
provide the access without the data owner. A number of RC’s are used to evaluate the trust of each 
entity. On the basis of user requirement CSP combine the private, public cloud to fulfill the 
required requirements. However, it does not consider the integrity of data. Yan et al.’s [6] proposed 
a scheme which evaluates reputation access and trust relationship on the basis of mobile social 
networking, behaviors and activities or on performance in different contexts. To provide the data 
access, it utilizes proxy re-encryption and Attribute-Based Encryption. Cryptographic system is 
integrated with reputation evaluation and context-aware trust for supporting different scenarios and 
control strategies. However, it does not consider the data integrity and authentication. Yan et al.’s 
[11] show control the personal data access based on RC over cloud most existing Reputation 
system did not consider. 

Different scheme was introduced for providing the data integrity, privacy and authentication 
against the data. Many schemes do not provide the dynamic data operation, privacy against the 
semi-trust CSP and authentication. Proposed scheme provide an enhancement for protection of 
data, a reputation center is used for the verification of data integrity, authentication of user and also 
enhance the evaluation of trust relationship. CSP collaborate the public and private cloud fulfill the 
user requirement. There can be number of Reputation center which can be used to protect the 
unauthorized access and verify the integrity of data.  
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3. PROPOSED METHODLOGY 

Proposed scheme provide a solution for the problem of data integrity and secure data access in 
the cloud environment. It introduces a Reputation authenticator for auditing and preserving data 
integrity. To secure the data access control, trust level is evaluated on the basis of mobile social 
networking and authentication. 

Authentication 

Table 1 
Notations Used For Authentication 

Ui User ID 

Pi Password of user Ui 

Emi Email user register with Ui 

Pn. Phone Number register with Ui 

RC Reputation Center 

MACi MAC address of Ui 

C Cloud 

SQi Security Question Ui for security purpose 

IMEIi International Mobile Equipment Identity of Ui device 

T Timestamp 

IPi Register IP with Ui 

tvi Trust value of Ui calculated by the RC and data owner 

OTP One Time Password 

Ks Session key generated between RC and Ui 

K0,k1 K divided into two parts 

puk_RC Public key of RC 

puk_tvi Trust value public key of Ui 

pk_RC Private key of RC 

pk_tvi Private key of Ui trust 

TL Trust level  

APi A Access policy set by the user(e.g. set a priority list who can access directly, set a 
blacklist with whom user does not want to share the data) 

Login or Register with Password 

Step 1: If the user is new, register with his credentials (Ui, Pi, Emi, and Pn).  Enter credentials 
also stored in RC. Whenever a user login, entered credentials (Ui, Pi) is sent to RC for verification. 
User is also required to select a security question (SQi) which is stored with the server and RC. 
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Key Generation 

Step 2: A TLS connection is established between Data owner and RC. A session key (ks) is 
generated and sends to data owner by RC. 

Step 3: Data owner encrypted his data with ks.   

Step 4: Data owner divides the k into two parts: K0 and K1. 

Step 5: Encrypt the K0 with public attribute puk_tvi with regards to evaluated individual trust 
and K1 with puk_RC and  

Step 6: Data owner upload the encrypt key of k1 and K0 with data in the cloud. 

Step7: When a user requests to access data, the request goes to CSP. CSP check its blacklist, if 
user is not present in the blacklist, then CSP sends the user request to RC. RC verified the user TL. 
If user tv satisfies the access policy, then RC provides the pk_RC and pk_tvi of K1 and K0 to user. 
User decrypts the keys K0 and K1. 

Step 8: User combines the K0 and K1 and decrypts the data. 

Reputation Center  

Step 1: Whenever a user login server send credentials to RC, RC stores the credentials in the 
database.  

Step 2: Each time user login server request to RC, RC verified if the user is authenticated or 
not. 

Step 3: If the user is authenticated, RC checks its trust level and instruct server to provide the 
access. 

Trust level 

When a user wants to access the data, RC check its trust level and provide the services/access 
based on the trust level. Data owner provides access policy to RC.  

Table 2 
Notations used for Trust Evaluation 

Cn(i,j) Number of calls made between Uj and Ui 

Mn(i,j) Number of message send by Uj to Ui 

F(i,j) Is Uj add in social networks site of Ui. 

pl(i,j) The priority level of Uj set by Ui. in its access list  

Thr Threshold value  

ACj Number of time Uj access to the cloud 

UACj Number of time unauthorized access attempted by Uj to the server 

Trust level evaluation is divided in three phases i.e. low level, medium level and difficult level. 
In low level, when a user (Uj)   login with same device and IP or MAC address, and want to access 
the personal data of Ui. RC checks its trust level and provides the access based on trust value. If 
calculated trust value (tvj <= thr) [2], access is provided according to the access policy set by the 
data owner. In medium level, if a user logs-in with different IP and MAC address or IMEI number, 
then RC checks its trust level and provide the access according to the evaluated trust. In difficult 
level, when a user login with its Ui, RC checks its previous session connectivity. If in the previous 
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session Ui is not logged-out, then RC send this information to Cloud and Cloud ask for the OTP 
and SQi. 

Integrity Verification 

The proposed scheme utilizes a reputation authenticator for auditing and verification of data. 

We assume that n blocks are created by dividing a file F. Advanced Encryption Scheme (AES) 
is used to encrypt each block. A symmetric key is chosen for the encryption of data. Data 
encryption using symmetric key helps in providing the data confidentiality. Add a unique random 
number with the encrypted file and use SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) to generate hash string. 
Then digital signature is attached with each encrypted hash codes to ensure the integrity. Data 
owner store the index table, unique number and hash value. After storing the data on the cloud, 
data owner deletes the data from his system and send the index table, unique number, hash value to 
RC. RC evaluates the trust level of CSP based on performance monitoring or public feedback 
[6],[1]. RC verifies data integrity whenever new data is inserted or deleted from the cloud. The 
steps needed to be followed by data owner while storing the file in a cloud are: 

Step 1: Divide data file (F) in blocks   ,  ,  ……..  . 

Step 2: A session key (Ks) is generated using a TLS connection between Data owner and RC. 

Step 3: Encrypt each data block using AES   (F’). 

 

Figure 2: A procedure of Integrity Verification 

Step 4: Combine a unique random value ((F’+ r)  F”) and use SHA to compute hash string 
for each encrypted block. 

Step 5: Generate_Digital_Signature (Ks, F): Given F = (  , , ′……..  ), client 
computes a signature for each block as sigi   (H(mi)t
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Step 6: Copy of data index table (I), hash value (H (mi)), timestamp, signature (dsi) and Ks are 
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Step10: RC and data owner match the retrieved hash code. 

Step11: On the user end when data is decrypted, digital signatures generated and send to RC.  

Step12: RC verified the integrity if hash code, timestamp signature is match. 

In recent years, significant growth in E-commerce industry is recorded. Issues related to 
security and confidentiality has also been increased simultaneously. The easy availability of 
internet and computer systems leads to growth of large number of trained and equipped intruders 
which are becoming a threat in the growth of E-commerce industry[13][14]. Similar cases are 
happening in cloud computing aspects and integration of the proposed techniques can be applied on 
all these area. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This research paper focused on a security lifecycle model which is proposed to secure the personal 
data access at CSP.  The propose scheme provides confidentiality, integrity and authentication of 
personal data. A reputation authenticator is use for verifying the data integrity. CSP will combine 
the private, public cloud to fulfill the user requirement. On the basis of different login data 
collected by the RC, it checks the trust level and evaluates the trust value of each user. RC will 
authenticate the user and accordingly CSP will provide the data access to user. Propose scheme 
also enhances the security level required for the authentication by using the user’s ip address and 
device unique address (MAC address or IMEI). The previous session of the user is automatically 
logged out in case the user accesses the account from other than the trusted device. The proposed 
technique can be implemented with many other technologies as well like internet of things. In 
future, the factors required for evaluating the user’s trust value for authentication can be enhanced. 
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